Virasoro conformal blocks are fixed in principle by symmetry, but a closed-form expression is unknown in the general case. In this work, we provide three closed-form expansions for the four-point Virasoro blocks on the sphere, for arbitrary operator dimensions and central charge c. We do so by solving known recursion relations. One representation is a sum over hypergeometric global blocks, whose coefficients we provide at arbitrary level. Another is a sum over semiclassical Virasoro blocks obtained in the limit in which two external operator dimensions scale linearly with large c. In both cases, the 1/c expansion of the Virasoro blocks is easily extracted. We discuss applications of these expansions to entanglement and thermality in conformal field theories and particle scattering in three-dimensional quantum gravity.
Introduction
This paper addresses a somewhat technical matter at the heart of two-dimensional conformal field theory: the determination of the Virasoro conformal blocks for four-point correlation functions on the sphere.
It has been known since the seminal work of [1] that the Virasoro blocks, which contain all contributions of a given conformal family to a four-point function, are fully fixed by the local conformal symmetry in terms of the external and internal operator dimensions and central charge, c. Nevertheless, a complete expression for the general Virasoro blocks eludes us. It is hard to overstate the centrality of this object to 2d CFT. Furthermore, Virasoro symmetry appears in increasingly many contexts across dimensions, including the AGT correspondence [2] , asymptotic symmetries of quantum gravity in four-dimensional Minkowski space [3, 4] , and correlators of chiral operators in 4d and 6d superconformal field theories [5, 6] .
There is a small handful of Virasoro blocks that has been computed exactly. Minimal model blocks obey ordinary differential equations, and in the simplest cases are just hypergeometric functions [1] . Correlators of degenerate fields in non-minimal models, such as Liouville theory, also obey ODEs. At c = 1 and c = 25, Zamolodchikov derived the blocks for generic internal dimension but specific external dimensions [7] . More recently, all c = 1 blocks have been understood as Fourier coefficients of a series expansion of the Painlevé tau function [8] . There are also some exact results at large c [9, 10] , to be discussed below.
This distinguished set aside, one must resort to some form of perturbative expansion of the blocks. In [11] , a formula was derived for the coefficient of an arbitrary term in a series expansion in the conformal cross-ratio. This is a combinatoric formula, inspired by the AGT correspondence [2] with the instanton partition function of a 4d N = 2 gauge theory. In this work, we will not only derive these series coefficients from a purely 2d perspective, but will provide three closed-form expansions of the Virasoro blocks that go beyond the series expansion, for generic values of external and internal operator dimensions and the central charge. These should be viewed as partial resummations of the series, which utilize the rich substructure of Virasoro representations.
There are traditionally two methods for computing the Virasoro blocks. The first is to construct the blocks level-by-level using the Virasoro algebra, which quickly becomes tiresome and reveals few general patterns. The second is to use two recursion relations derived by Zamolodchikov [12, 13] . His main insight was that the generic blocks are strongly constrained by the structure of degenerate representations of the Virasoro algebra. This leads to two nested recursive structures for the blocks, built to generate the proper poles in either the central charge or the conformal dimension of the internal operator. These recursion relations are widely used to generate a series expansion in either the conformal cross-ratio, or the uniformizing coordinate of the Riemann sphere with singular points deleted, respectively.
In what follows, we will solve both of these recursion relations for generic parameters, yielding a pair of closed-form representations of the Virasoro blocks. The first of these representations is particularly intuitive: it is the decomposition of the Virasoro block into the hypergeometric global conformal blocks, defined with respect to the SL(2, R) chiral half of the global conformal symmetry, SO(2, 2) SL(2, R) × SL(2, R). We give the coefficients in this decomposition at arbitrary level above the primary state. These have a clean physical interpretation as sums of squared OPE coefficients of quasi-primary operators. The second representation 1 is in terms of the uniformizing coordinate mentioned above, which covers the entire z plane away from the singularities of the correlator. Consequently, one may wish to view this representation as our most complete representation of the Virasoro block. We also provide a third representation of the generic Virasoro block, by way of a semiclassical limit. To explain how this works, we recall the well-known fact that the global block is also the large c limit of the Virasoro block with all dimensions held fixed. Therefore, one may view the global decomposition of the Virasoro block for generic c as a sum over large c blocks, with coefficients that re-sum all 1/c corrections to the limit. This perspective generalizes nicely to other semiclassical limits, in which some of the internal and external dimensions scale with large c: assuming one knows the Virasoro block in such limits, the generic block can again be written as a sum over the limit blocks, with coefficients that restore finite c. In the "heavy-light" semiclassical limit studied recently in [10] , in which one pair of external operator dimensions scales linearly with large c, the blocks are known. We thus give a third representation of the Virasoro block, which we refer to as the "semiclassical representation", as a sum over these semiclassical blocks with closed-form coefficients at arbitrary level.
We note that all of these results also double as torus one-point Virasoro blocks, which are special cases of sphere four-point Virasoro blocks.
It is straightforward to expand the Virasoro blocks in 1/c. The expansion of the global representation contains information about loop corrections to scattering of four light particles in AdS 3 quantum gravity, where the coupling constant is Newton's constant, G N = 3R AdS /2c. The expansion of the semiclassical representation, on the other hand, contains corrections to the emergent thermality of heavy microstates at large c [10] . The details of these connections are sure to be interesting. We leave their full investigation for future work, for now giving some general discussion in Section 4. We also apply some recent results on the large c vacuum block to the computation of Rényi entropy in 2d CFT for generic interval size.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall salient aspects of 2d CFTs; define the Virasoro blocks; and review, then solve, Zamolodchikov's two recursion relations. In Section 3, we give a third representation of the blocks via the heavy-light semiclassical limit. Section 4 discusses the relation of our and other results on Virasoro blocks to particle scattering and thermal physics in AdS 3 /CFT 2 and to computation of entanglement in large c CFTs; we also outline directions for future work. In Appendix A we prove that many of the residues entering into the Zamolodchikov recursion formulae actually vanish when the external operator dimensions are pairwise identical, and that even more residues vanish for the particular case of the vacuum block. The remaining appendices contain details that may be used to verify some formulae in the text.
Conformal blocks in two dimensions
All two-dimensional conformal field theories contain a stress tensor that generates two copies of the Virasoro algebra [1, 15, 16] . Focusing on the holomorphic sector in complex coordinates (z, z), the holomorphic stress tensor T (z) = T zz has a mode expansion
where the modes obey
A given CFT has a spectrum of local primary operators labeled by left-and right-moving conformal dimensions (h, h); these are the eigenvalues under (L 0 , L 0 ), respectively. A primary O is annihilated by all positive modes of both Virasoro algebras. The action of the negative modes generates the highest-weight representation spanned by all Virasoro descendants of O, also known as the Verma module, which we denote M (c, h) ⊗ M (c, h). 2 The Hilbert space of the CFT can be written as the direct sum
The operator product expansion (OPE) of two primary fields O 1 and O 2 is
The sum is over all local primaries in the CFT, with OPE coefficients C p 12 , and Ψ p includes all contributions of the p'th conformal family, M (c, h p ). Ψ p is often written as [1] 
where the sum is over all descendants O {k} p at level K = k, with {k} indexing the p(K) descendants. The β's are coefficients; they are not known in closed form, but are nevertheless fully determined by Virasoro symmetry.
Consider a four-point function of primaries,
, suppressing dependence on z for simplicity. Using global conformal symmetry to put operators at z 1 = ∞, z 2 = 1, z 4 = 0 and assigning z 3 = z, the conformally-invariant cross ratio x is
where z ab := z a − z b . Expanding in the x → 0 OPE channel, the four-point function is constrained to take the form
where
We are using a shorthand h i := {h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , h 4 }, and the index is raised by the Zamolodchikov metric,
is the sought-after Virasoro conformal block. It contains all contributions to the four-point function from Virasoro descendants of the primary O p . The block admits a series expansion around z = 0,
The F K may be computed level-by-level using the OPE (2.3). To do so requires explicit knowledge of Ψ p , and hence the coefficients β. We now invoke the SL(2, R) × SL(2, R) global conformal subalgebra, generated on the left by the modes {L ±1 , L 0 } and likewise on the right. All modules M (c, h p ) contain an infinite number of quasi-primary operators, which are primary only with respect to the global conformal symmetry. In the OPE, one is free to group terms by global conformal families, generated by powers of L −1 acting on a quasi-primary.
3 This is helpful because global descendant contributions to the OPE are known [17] . This SL(2, R) decomposition, in turn, induces a branching of the Virasoro block into global blocks, which are just hypergeometric functions [18] :
This sum is over all quasi-primaries O q in the Verma module M (c, h p ). We have explicitly written the norms N q = O q |O q to emphasize that the Zamolodchikov metric for quasiprimaries is nontrivial. The expansion coefficients C 12q and C 34q are simply the OPE coeffi-3 Indeed, this was done in the original treatment in Appendix B of [1] .
cients of O q , normalized by those of O p :
Deriving this from (2.4) is somewhat tedious. A more intuitive method is to consider a fourpoint function of chiral operators, where the anti-chiral block trivializes. The four-point function can be expanded in global blocks instead of local blocks; grouping the former by conformal family leads directly to (2.9)-(2.10). Because F is chiral, this holds in general.
For what follows, it will be very useful to organize the quasi-primary sum (2.9) by level. A level-q quasi-primary in the Verma module M (c, h p ) has dimension h q = h p + q, so we can write the global decomposition (2.9) as
where the expansion coefficient χ q is
That is, χ q is just the sum over squared OPE coefficients of all level-q quasi-primary descendants of O p , normalized as indicated. Again, these are fixed by Virasoro symmetry, but neither the OPE coefficients nor the norms are known at arbitrary level q. All blocks have χ 0 = 1 and χ 1 = 0.
It will be useful to have an example at hand. Let us consider the vacuum Virasoro block,
Fusion onto the identity requires a pairwise correlator, h 12 = h 34 = 0, so
In this case, the OPE coefficients C 12p and C 34p are norms. It is straightforward to enumerate the quasi-primaries and compute their norms and OPE coefficients, which we do in Appendix 
Notice that these diverge at minimal model values of c at which the exchanged quasiprimary becomes null. The constraints of Virasoro symmetry when c < 1 form the backbone of Zamolodchikov's recursion relations for the Virasoro blocks, to which we now turn.
Virasoro blocks I: Global representation
In a pair of papers [12, 13] , Zamolodchikov presented two recursion relations for the Virasoro conformal blocks. 4 Zamolodchikov's main observation was that, viewed as analytic functions of c or h p , the blocks have poles, due to the existence of null states in the space of Virasoro highest weight representations. The sum over these poles, multiplied by the correct residues, generates an algorithm for computing the Virasoro block in general. We begin with the recursion with respect to poles in the c-plane, giving a detailed explanation of the origins of its components along the way. The c-recursion relation is as follows:
This converges in the unit disk, |z| < 1. The "seed" of the recursion is the Virasoro block at c → ∞ with all dimensions held fixed:
This is the well-known fact that the Virasoro block reduces to the global block in such a limit: the Virasoro algebra fixes states built from k modes L −n with n > 
These define the zeroes of the Kac determinant, where n and m are conventionally labeled r and s, respectively, in the classification of minimal model representations φ (r,s) . In the definition of t mn , we restrict to the positive branch of the square root. The numerators in (2.16) are to be thought of as residues at c = c mn (h p ). There are two parts to understanding their form. First, because the level mn null state is the primary state of its own Verma submodule, the residue of its pole is proportional to the Virasoro block for the submodule itself; this explains the appearance of F(c mn (h p ), h i , h p + mn, z) in the residue. Furthermore, the residue must vanish when the central charge equals c mn (h p ), because the null state actually resides in the spectrum of the theory. Accordingly, the residues' dependence on external dimensions h i must be such that the residues vanish when the h i belong to the Kac table of minimal model dimensions. This structure is nicely exhibited in χ vac,4 in (2.15): the pole sits at c = −22/5 = c 14 (0), and the residue vanishes when h 1 and h 3 equal 0 or −1/5. These are precisely the central charge and operator spectrum of the Yang-Lee minimal model, M(5, 2).
Using these considerations, the precise definition of the R mn requires slightly more patience, and some degree of faith. R mn factorizes as
4 .
The full dependence in the external dimensions h i lies in the i . Then P mn and A mn were found to be
The products run over the following ranges,
with the exception of the pairs (a, b) = (0, 0) and (m, n). The factor in parentheses in A mn equals the Jacobian dh p /dc mn (h p ). The structure of P mn is precisely what is needed to remove all null states from the minimal model Virasoro blocks. (Note that R mn should be polynomial in h i because it must reproduce result of the OPE, which only ever produces non-negative integer powers of h i ; it is unobvious from its definition in (2.22), but P mn does indeed satisfy this requirement.
5 ) On the other hand, A mn has never been derived from first principles to our knowledge, but has passed extensive checks against series expansions of the block and Liouville computations [21] .
To further compactify notation, we introduce one more definition: 24) so that the recursion is simply
Before solving this recursion relation, let us make a few remarks about it. When even a single pair of h i is equal, P mn = 0 for mn odd. This is because 00 = 0 appears in the product defining P mn . For generic h p , this cannot be cancelled by a pole in 5 To see this, consider the product over the factors (
. Because −j,−k = − jk and the ranges for (j, k) are symmetric about j = k = 0, the product over (j, k) only produces even powers of each i , and hence integer powers of each h i . For unequal h i , the polynomial is of degree 2mn; for each pair of equal h i , the degree decreases by mn/2.
Subsequently, the recursion (2.25) implies that the Virasoro block F receives no contributions at odd levels above the primary. This is consistent with the fact that, for example, an oddspin quasi-primary cannot appear in the OPE of two identical scalar quasi-primaries. Additionally, many residues vanish when computing F vac . For pairwise identical operator dimensions, h 1 = h 2 , h 3 = h 4 , the following three properties hold:
This is shown in Appendix A. Finally, we emphasize that the recursion is linear in the hypergeometric function. This implies that iteration of the recursion yields a linear combination of the global blocks. In particular, the recursion's output is precisely the coefficients χ q in the global decomposition of the full Virasoro block (2.11).
Solution
We now present the Virasoro block in a closed-form expansion. It takes the form of the global decomposition (2.11). The coefficients χ q for q ≥ 2 are orderq 2 polynomials in the γ mn coefficients defined in (2.24):
We have introduced an effective central charge c 
We have assigned c (1) eff := c. Using (2.28) and the series representation of the hypergeometric function, it is straightforward to write down a closed-form expression for an arbitrary coefficient in the z-expansion (2.8):
where (a) n is the rising Pochhammer symbol, and χ q are defined in (2.28). Of course, the representation (2.11) is more efficient, because it re-sums the effects of the global descendants.
Let us unpack this formula a bit. (2.28) is a sum, indexed by j, of q 2
terms. Each of these is a j-fold nested sum over a product of j coefficients γ m n with 1 ≤ ≤ j, whose arguments are themselves functions of the indices (m r , n r ) with r < . The products are subject to the constraint that they contribute to χ q , which fixes r m r n r = q.
The relation of (2.28) to the recursion (2.25) is manifest. In (2.28), counts the level of the recursion from which γ m n comes. There are q 2 terms in the sum because the power of z always jumps by at least two (m n ≥ 2 for all ). For each iteration of (2.25), the effective dimension of the internal operator at level increases by m −1 n −1 . This motivates our definition of ∆h ( ) p as an anomalous dimension at level : in particular, the effective dimension of the internal operator at level is shifted by this amount. The effective central charge at each level of recursion is the degenerate central charge (2.18) defined at the previous level, which explains our definition of c ( ) eff . To gain some intuition, it is instructive to write out (2.28) at low levels, which we do in Appendix C, and compare to the expansion of the recursion (2.25). For now, some comments are in order:
• Independent of its role in defining F, (2.28) gives the sum over level-q quasi-primary OPE coefficients in (2.12) . This is especially interesting because the set of quasi-primaries -that is, the orthogonal basis at arbitrary level q -is not known, much less their OPE coefficients and norms. It would be very interesting to derive a generating functional for these quasi-primaries. This would amount to diagonalization of the Gram matrix at arbitrary level. A more specific goal would be to find this generating functional for the vacuum block, perhaps in a 1/c expansion. This has a holographic interpretation as a generating functional for the orthogonal basis of graviton states in AdS 3 quantum gravity.
• Because c only appears in (2.28) at = 1, it is straightforward to expand F around some fixed c = c * : simply Taylor expand the definition of γ m 1 n 1 in (2.24). For example, we can immediately write down the full set of 1/c corrections to the c → ∞ limit of F with all dimensions held fixed. Expanding F around c → ∞ as
is given again by (2.28) with the lone substitution
In Section 4, we will return to these corrections in the context of the semiclassical expansion of bulk scattering in AdS 3 quantum gravity.
• The representation (2.28) obscures certain properties of the conformal block. As an example, consider the vacuum block. In the large c expansion, it would naively seem that χ (1) vac,q is nonzero for all q, because all γ mn contain a 1/c piece when expanded at large c. However, this is incorrect: only χ
vac,2 is nonzero, and
From the perspective of the global decomposition, this is obvious. A quasi-primary made of p stress tensors contributes to F vac at O(c −p ) and beyond; the only quasi-primary made of a single stress tensor is T itself, and the 1/c term in (2.36) corresponds to T exchange. But from the formula (2.34), this requires non-trivial cancellations among the 1/c pieces of each term at fixed q > 2.
Virasoro blocks II
Our solution can also be applied to other recursion relations of the same underlying structure. We briefly highlight two other recursion relations for Virasoro conformal blocks.
Elliptic representation
The first is the recursion of [13] which sums over poles in h p rather than poles in c. The explicit representation of the block is
The elliptic variable q maps the four-punctured sphere to the upper-half plane by
is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, which has a hypergeometric representation,
is the Jacobi theta function,
The function H(c, h i , h p , q) admits a power series expansion around q = 0,
where the H N are obtained from a recursion formula,
The residuesR mn are equal to the R mn defined in (2.20) upon removing the Jacobian factor in parenthesis in (2.22) . The h p,mn (c) are the dimensions of the degenerate representations at level mn, defined by solving the relations (2.18), (2.19) for h p as a function of c; explicitly,
6 Note that our convention (2.6) differs from [13] by the overall power of z. 7 Inversely, z is the modular lambda function: z = λ(τ ).
Let's again introduce a notation for the coefficient of q mn as
so that
This recursion is simpler than the global recursion (2.
H is a vector of the H(c, h i , h p,mn + mn, q), and M is linear in the ζ mn . Feeding its solution back into (2.45) yields H(c, h i , h p , q) for generic h p . In practice, the matrix equation is solved with a cutoff at some level L, thus yielding the block in a q-expansion up to O(q L ).
8
We can now present the expression for an arbitrary expansion coefficient H N :
The effective internal dimension, now denotedĥ
We assign h p,m 0 n 0 = h p and m 0 = n 0 = 0, so thatĥ
p, eff = h p . Taking h p = h p,mn + mn for any (m, n) gives the solution of the matrix equation (2.46).
Equations (2.37), (2.40) and (2.47) provide a representation of F which is convergent everywhere on the z plane with the points z = 1, ∞ excised [13] : the parameter q is bounded as |q| ≤ 1, with saturation only at z = 1, ∞. Within |z| < 1 the rate of convergence in q is faster than (2.8): at small z for example, q ≈ z/16 + O(z 2 ).
8 By expanding to O(q 4 ), it is easy to prove that there are two, and only two, cases where M vanishes identically for generic internal dimensions. These are the cases studied in [7] : c = 1 for identical external operators with h = 1/16, and c = 25 for identical external operators with h = 15/16.
One-point block on the torus
We can also write down a closed-form expansion of the torus one-point conformal block. On a torus of modular parameter τ = 1 2πi
log q, the one-point function of a primary O is
The trace is over the full CFT Hilbert space. This can be written as
The sum runs over all primaries, and we have defined F τ (c, h, h p , q) as the holomorphic one-point Virasoro conformal block on the torus, with q-expansion normalized as
is the Virasoro character of the Verma module M (c, h p ), and (2.50) reduces to the torus partition function. It is known that F τ is a special case of the sphere four-point block [22] [23] [24] . Therefore, under such a mapping, we have also derived F τ using either the global block expansion (2.28) or the elliptic expansion (2.47). 9 
Virasoro blocks III: The heavy-light semiclassical limit
In this Section we focus on a semiclassical limit motivated by AdS/CFT, dubbed the "heavylight" semiclassical limit in [10] , in which the Virasoro block is known. This enables us to write another closed-form series expansion for the generic Virasoro block, and to study 1/c corrections to its semiclassical limit with ease.
The heavy-light limit is a large c limit in which two external dimensions (h 3 , h 4 ) remain fixed ("light" operators), and two dimensions (h 1 , h 2 ) scale linearly with c ("heavy" operators). Define
We then take the limit c → ∞ with η held fixed, and δ L , δ H ∼ O(c 0 ). The remarkable result of [10] is that in this limit, the Virasoro block is essentially the global block written in a new coordinate w(z), which is defined as
This coordinate defines a new background metric for the CFT generated by the heavy operators. Its invariance under an e 2πi/α rescaling of 1 − z suggests an emergent thermality of heavy microstates at large c, and a holographic interpretation of heavy-light four-point correlators in terms of light particles propagating in conical defect or black hole geometries whose masses are fixed by α [10] . At leading order in this limit, the Virasoro block is, in our conventions,
where the superscript stands for "semiclassical". The first few terms in an expansion around z = 0 are
It was further observed in [10] that the Virasoro block F can be obtained by a modified recursion formula in the mold of (2.25): we now regard F as an analytic function of c with h L , δ L , η, δ H , h p held fixed. Writing F as a sum over its poles plus the piece at infinity yields a recursion formula, where the piece at infinity is F sc . It is important to emphasize that despite the appearance of F sc , this is a prescription for a generic Virasoro block that is simply well-suited to a 1/c expansion around the heavy-light semiclassical limit. The semiclassical recursion formula is then
The expansion coefficients, which we label γ sc mn , differ from the γ mn defined in the global recursion in (2.24) only by way of the relation h 1 = ηc. Namely, the residue at c = c mn (h p ) is now a function of c, leading to the following crucial substitutions:
where h 2 = h 1 − δ H is also a function of c (cf. (3.1) ).
It is now clear that the output of (3.5) is a linear combination of semiclassical blocks,
where χ 
(3.8) (3.7) and (3.8) furnish yet another representation of the generic Virasoro block, which we label the "semiclassical representation". In Appendix C, we give the explicit expressions for χ sc vac,q for q = 2, 4, 6, which may be used to check the veracity of the semiclassical representation against the known result (2.15). Unlike the γ mn in the global representation of the block, the γ sc mn do not have a clean interpretation in terms of OPE coefficients in general, due to the dependence of w on η.
The 1/c corrections to the heavy-light semiclassical blocks mimic the corrections to the blocks in the large c limit with fixed dimensions, which we gave in (2.33)-(2.35). The only difference here is that we now use the semiclassical expansion coefficients χ sc . Expanding F around the heavy-light semiclassical limit as
and denoting the O(c −n ) part of χ sc q as χ sc,(n) q , (3.7) yields
where χ sc,(n) q (h i , h p ) is given again by (3.8) with the lone substitution
We see that the perturbative corrections to F sc (h i , h p , w) are weighted sums over other semiclassical blocks F sc (h i , h p + q, w) for all possible q ≥ 2. Note that they can also be written in terms of the "thermal" coordinate w.
In fact, in the case of the vacuum block, the semiclassical representation is more computationally efficient to implement than the more familiar representation (2.28), as we now explain. This fact hinges on the property (2.27c), which states that the residues vanish whenever one pair of external dimensions vanishes. From (3.6), this implies that
The key point is that at these values of (m 1 , n 1 ), the effective dimension of O 1 appearing in γ sc m 1 n 1 is h 1 → ηc m 1 n 1 (0) = 0. These zeroes occur for the infinite set of pairs obeying 3m 1 = 2n 1 − 1, where we have restricted to m 1 < n 1 (cf. (2.27b)) .
The first such pair that is allowed is (m 1 , n 1 ) = (1, 2). This is just the statement that the stress tensor never becomes null in any CFT. This zero alone eliminates slightly more than half of the terms in the sum (3.8) when h p = 0; one can easily derive this using basic facts about compositions (i.e. ordered partitions), which we do in Appendix C. Removing the infinite tower of zeroes (3.12) from the sum only improves efficiency further.
Altogether, the representation (3.7)-(3.8) gives a streamlined method for computing the Virasoro vacuum block.
Applications and discussion
We have presented three representations of the four-point Virasoro conformal blocks on the sphere, for generic internal and external dimensions and central charge. Each of these is a partial resummation of a closed-form series expansion, obtained by solving recursion relations for the expansion coefficients. This formally eliminates the need for recursion. Optimistically, these representations may help us to eventually obtain a complete understanding of the functional properties of Virasoro blocks.
We have not attempted to perform full resummations, although we hope that our expressions will lead to that. To this end, it would be quite desirable to massage our coefficients, which are somewhat difficult to work with, into simpler forms. It would be remarkable if, for completely generic parameters, the fully re-summed Virasoro blocks can be expressed solely in terms of known special functions. A related obvious goal for the future is to use our findings to derive new properties of the Virasoro blocks analytically. We will say more about this below.
An orthogonal issue that deserves further attention is whether the representations herein are computationally more efficient to implement than the recursion procedure. This would enable faster numerical calculation of correlators and checks of crossing symmetry. Using a straightforward Mathematica code to automate (2.28) for example, preliminary investigations indicate that this generates the symbolic Virasoro blocks an order of magnitude faster than standard recursion algorithms; on the other hand, plugging in specific values for the parameters (h i , h p , c) does not improve upon the standard algorithm (which is already quite efficient).
It would be interesting to understand our results from the perspective of the AGT correspondence. For instance, the global representation of the Virasoro block seems not to have a clear interpretation from the 4d gauge theory point of view.
In the remaining subsections, we discuss some applications of our results at large c and directions for further work.
Semiclassical limits

Corrections to the heavy-light limit
In (3.9)-(3.11), we have presented the full set of 1/c corrections to the individual blocks, written in an expansion in w that converges for |w| < 1. These may be a good starting point for understanding thermal physics in AdS 3 /CFT 2 beyond the leading heavy-light semiclassical limit [10] . An immediate question is how the subleading corrections to the heavy-light conformal blocks are able to resolve the microstate, and what these corrections can tell us about the departure from thermality, and/or late-time behavior of two-point correlators in black hole backgrounds. There may also be non-perturbative corrections to the blocks that are only visible at finite w. 10 Once the corrections to the blocks are understood, one can try
to understand to what extent the sum over blocks defining a given four-point function is approximately thermal in an expansion around large c. We leave this rich set of investigations for future work.
10 Naively, it seems that individual blocks cannot receive non-perturbative corrections to the semiclassical limit because they are rational functions of c. This is too quick; but we note that if we write the corrections to the heavy-light semiclassical block at finite w as
then G, when expanded at small w and large c, must only contain negative powers of c. This rules out an additive correction of the form G ∼ e −cf (w) where f (w) → 0 for small w, for instance.
Exponentiation at large c
Consider the following more traditional semiclassical limit, studied in the context of Liouville theory:
It is believed that the Virasoro block exponentiates in this limit [1, 7, 13] ,
There is significant evidence for this behavior, but it remains unproven. (See Appendix D of [25] for a clear exposition of this idea.) Assuming exponentiation, f is typically determined via a monodromy prescription [13] , but is not known in closed form for finite h i /c and h p /c. It would be very interesting to prove directly, using our closed-form expressions, that exponentiation occurs. One could also assume exponentiation, and try to derive f by isolating the O(c) part of F in the limit (4.2). This would be equivalent to a solution for the accessory parameter in the SL(2, C) monodromy problem, and to a non-series solution of the Painlevé VI equation subject to the boundary conditions put forth in [26] .
Let us make one simple remark about the exponentiation of the vacuum block.
11 From (2.14)-(2.15), one deduces that in order for the exponentiation (4.3) to occur, the coefficient of z K , F vac,K , must not have terms of O(c K/2 +1 ) or greater in the limit. One can easily see 12 that indeed, in any limit in which h i → ∞, c → ∞,
where the arrow implements the specific limit (4.2). Furthermore, if one instead considers the "Newtonian" limit of large c with
fixed -thereby neglecting the subleading terms in (4.4) -the block has already been proven to exponentiate [9] . The key point here is that one should regard the Newtonian limit as capturing the leading terms in the limit (4.2). A re-summation of all subleading corrections to the Newtonian limit, or to the heavy-light limit, would give the full vacuum block in the limit (4.2); the heavy-light corrections can be systematically computed, at least in principle, using (3.8).
Entanglement
Let us derive some results that follow from existing literature on large c Virasoro blocks.
We first consider two-interval Rényi entropy on the plane. This is defined by a four-point function of twist fields Φ ± ,
The correlator is evaluated in the cyclic orbifold CFT, denoted C n /Z n , with central charge c n := nc. The cross ratio z is real. The twist fields have holomorphic weight
In a sparse large c CFT, the vacuum block, which exponentiates as in (4.3), is believed to dominate the twist correlator at leading order [27] . Including the anti-holomorphic vacuum block, the Rényi entropy is
where f vac (z) ≈ − 6 c log F vac . This is supposed to be valid for 0
where the s-channel is dominant, with a phase transition to the t-channel occurring at z = 1 2 . Away from the entanglement entropy limit n → 1, and the case n = 2 (for which S 2 is the free energy of the CFT on a torus), S n has only been computed in a short interval expansion, z 1 [30, 31] . We can obtain S n for finite z by instead expanding in δn := n − 1, as we now show. This expansion has been studied in higher dimensions to obtain Rényi entropies in interacting CFTs [32] [33] [34] .
To make contact with previous work on computing f vac , we use the light/heavy notation of (3.1) with δ L = δ H = 0, and define rescaled dimensions
This notation is useful because f vac is only known to linear order in small L but for generic
We have inferred the 2 L H term from the invariance of F vac under h L ↔ h H . The same logic leads to the full set of terms linear in H for generic L .
To compute S n for two intervals in the vacuum, we take all external operators to be twist operators, so L = H = Φ . In the δn expansion,
Thus, the expansion of f vac is the δn expansion of the Rényi entropy at leading order in large c. Defining the mutual Rényi information, I n = −S n + c 6
+
1 n log z, subtracts the leading log term. Putting everything together,
Expanded at small z, this agrees with the short interval expansion, computed in [35] through O(z 9 ) for generic n.
Note also that precisely the same analysis can be done for the "spin-3 Rényi entropy" of [36] , using the semiclassical W 3 vacuum block [37] .
f vac can also be co-opted to give the large c Rényi entropy for a single interval in an excited state, non-perturbatively in the interval length but to linear order in δn. In this case, H and L are distinct: O L is a twist operator Φ ± in the Φ → 0 limit, and O H generates an excited state. The δn expansion corresponds to Φ 1 for arbitrary H . From (4.9), we can only write down the explicit expression to O(δn) in an expansion in H :
where z is a real interval length. This is valid in large c CFTs in the range of z for which the vacuum approximation is valid. S EE | O(c) is computed 13 from log F sc vac in (3.3) or as a geodesic length in an asymptotically AdS 3 geometry [38, 39] . The remaining terms in the previous equation give a prediction for the on-shell Einstein action of a replica geometry with infinitesimal background charge H , expanded to O(δn, H ). It would be interesting to verify this directly in the bulk.
The 1/c corrections to the heavy-light blocks give subleading corrections to the excited state entanglement entropy. Beyond leading order in large c, twist correlators are not dominated by the vacuum block for any finite range of z, even in sparse CFTs. This makes it difficult to make universal and concrete statements without further details about the CFT; however, the corrections (3.10) apply to generic blocks, so our results may still be useful in this regard. This will be especially true if we can perform the sum over w in (3.10).
Scattering in AdS 3
The 1/c expansion of Virasoro blocks contains information about the semiclassical expansion of scattering amplitudes in AdS 3 quantum gravity, with coupling constant G N = 3R AdS /2c. Scattering processes are universally constrained by diffeomorphism invariance. This is the information contained in the Virasoro blocks. The details of the bulk spectrum and vertices map to the spectrum and OPE data of a dual CFT; these also obey constraints, such as the Cardy formula [40] .
In the large c limit with all dimensions fixed, we wrote the explicit corrections to Virasoro blocks in (2.33)-(2.35). These map to certain terms in the loop expansion of bulk four-point scattering of light particles. Unfortunately, it is hard to make a more precise statement: as is well-known from studies in higher dimensions, the map between bulk Witten diagrams and CFT global conformal blocks is not one-to-one (see e.g. [41] [42] [43] ). One wonders whether the situation is simpler in AdS 3 /CFT 2 thanks to Virasoro symmetry, but this is not obviously the case.
14 As a concrete example, consider the O(1/c) part of the vacuum Virasoro block, given in (2.34). The lone term is just the global block for stress tensor exchange. Perhaps contrary to expectations, this does not map directly to tree-level graviton exchange in the bulk. The Mellin amplitude for graviton exchange between massive scalar fields is, from Section 6.1.1 of [44] ,
. One might wonder whether properties of graviton, rather than scalar, scattering may be more easily inferred from 1/c corrections to Virasoro blocks. The problem is that graviton bound states are composite operators dual to normal ordered products of the stress tensor, which is not a primary field. However, graviton scattering in AdS 3 is tree-level-exact when expressed in terms of the renormalized Newton constant, i.e. the central charge c, so the loop expansion is trivial anyway. In CFT terms, this is the statement that connected correlators of operators in the Virasoro vacuum module are proportional to c.
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It would be very interesting to overcome these challenges and use (2.33)-(2.35) to make precise predictions for four-point scattering in AdS 3 quantum gravity.
vanish identically, especially in the case h p = 0, thereby making the evaluation of the full Virasoro block less computationally intensive than it first appears.
For completely generic parameters (h i , h p ), none of the R mn vanishes. Henceforth we specialize to the pairwise limit, h 1 = h 2 , h 3 = h 4 , for generic (h 1 , h 3 , c) unless stated otherwise. At times, we will suppress dependence on h i or h p to save space, but the pairwise property should be kept in mind.
For pairwise blocks,
The ranges for (j, k) were defined in (2.23). We immediately note that P mn (h 1 = h 2 , h 3 = h 4 , h p ) = 0 for mn odd, because p = q = 0 is guaranteed to appear in the product, and 00 = 0. When h p is generic, this cannot be cancelled by a corresponding pole in A mn . Thus we conclude that
This implies that the pairwise Virasoro block receives no quasi-primary contributions at all odd levels above the primary. In the global representation (2.28), for instance,
A.1 Vacuum block
We now further specialize to h p = 0. This leads to extra simplifications that can be chalked up to the rationality of t mn (0):
The jk now become
Thus, jk (m, n, 0) = 0 when j(n + α) = k(m + α). We now show that for generic pairwise identical operator dimensions, R mn obeys the properties (2.27a)-(2.27c) in the main text:
i) The following argument proves the validity of i), which is the vacuum limit of (A.2).
16 16 As a direct calculation, this is more subtle than the h p = 0 case because of the rationality of t mn (0), and hence the presence of extra poles in A mn . Indeed, there are cases such as (m, n) = (3, 5) where A mn has the same number of poles as P mn has zeroes. The argument below guarantees that the correct way to As discussed around (2.12), the coefficient χ q computes a sum over squared OPE coefficients, divided by the norms of the internal quasi-primary. In taking the vacuum limit h p → 0 of the general result, one cannot encounter divergences. So for pairwise blocks, χ q = 0 for odd q, for all h p . This implies R mn = 0 for all mn odd and all h p , because χ q is a linear combination of products of R mn , and there can be no cancellations thanks to the h i dependence. Therefore, R mn (0) = 0 for mn odd , (A.6) and the vacuum Virasoro block receives no quasi-primary contributions at all odd levels above the primary. This can be checked experimentally.
ii) Recalling from (2.23) that j max = m − 1 and k max = n − 1, a double zero in (A.1) is guaranteed to occur when α = −1, that is, when m > n. Therefore, P mn (h 1 = h 2 , h 3 = h 4 , 0) = 0 when m > n. On the other hand, A mn also develops a simple pole at this same point. If there were no other zeroes allowed in the products that define P mn and A mn , then R mn would vanish for m > n. But this is not the case in general, because A mn actually can have more poles. We content ourselves with experimental data on their multiplicities. For all pairs (m, n) where m ≥ 1, n ≥ 2 up to level mn = 30, we find that indeed,
We believe this to hold in general.
In the special case m = n, we have t mm (0) = 1, which implies
By inspecting the number of times that j = k and using the definition of R mm , one can quickly prove that R mm vanishes quadratically in jj . We have also checked this explicitly through m = 9. Therefore,
iii) Finally, let us consider the case when one pair of external operators is the identity, h 1 = h 2 = 0. The four-point function reduces to a two-point function, and in particular,
take the limit of their product gives zero.
The top line implies that the conformal block must trivialize for h p = 0, which in turn implies
This is straightforward to confirm by direct calculation. Because the h 1 dependence of R mn is in P mn alone, specifically in the terms 2 1 − jk /2 in (A.1), we must show that this vanishes for some allowed (j, k). In the limit h 1 = 0,
Using (A.4), one then has, for m < n,
This vanishes for (j, k) = (j min , k min ) = (−m + 1, −n + 1). Note that the property (A.11) does not hold for h p = 0, because the OPE coefficient multiplying the block vanishes, C hhhp = 0; this guarantees the triviality of the four-point function, but the calculation of the conformal block itself need not, and in fact does not, trivialize.
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B Vacuum module data
We list the quasi-primaries O in the vacuum Verma module of the Virasoro algebra through level 6, as well as their norms and OPE coefficients. For O of weight H admitting a mode expansion
its norm, N O , and normalized OPE coefficient with a primary O of weight h, C hhO , are defined as
17 This can be checked using a brute force calculation of the conformal block up to level two: for h 1 = h 2 = 0 and h 3 = h 4 arbitrary, one finds At level 6, we have two quasi-primaries 
C Explicit series expansions
For reference, we expand the global and semiclassical representations of the Virasoro block through level six.
Global representation
Suppressing the h i dependence (which does not participate in the algorithm) to save space, (2 
Vacuum block in the semiclassical representation
We focus on the vacuum block coefficients, χ Plugging into (3.7) and writing (η, h L ) = (h 1 /c, h 3 ), this matches F vac in (2.14) upon expanding w(z) around z = 0. As discussed below, χ sc vac,q requires computation of fewer terms then χ vac,q does, which is clear upon comparing to (C.1).
We now want to answer the question of how many of the terms in the sum (3.8) vanish identically due to the fact that c 12 (0) = 0, as discussed at the end of Section 3. A lower bound can easily be obtained by mapping the problem to one of counting compositions (i.e. ordered partitions) of 2j into positive even integers, which we call p .
Let's first establish how to exactly count the number of terms appearing in the naive sum before accounting for c 12 (0) = 0. As explained in the text and in Appendix A, when h p = 0 the ranges for the (m , n ) are m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2, with the additional conditions that m 1 < n 1 and that m n be even. This gives us the algorithm for counting terms in the sum: first, we count compositions of 2j into positive even integers p := m n ; then, we count multiplicative partitions of p into (m , n ), subject to the constraints on the ranges of m and n just quoted.
The first step is elementary. The number of compositions of 2j into positive even integers is the same as the number of compositions of j into positive integers. This number is 2 j−1 .
We now want to ask how many of these terms vanish identically due to the exclusion p 1 = 2, which is the statement that c 12 (0) = 0. This halves the number of compositions: of the 2 j−1 total compositions, 2 j−2 terms have p 1 = 2, which are the terms that vanish identically.
Therefore, the restriction m 1 n 1 = 2 associates half of the compositions to terms that vanish. Considering the second step of the algorithm, one easily sees that slightly more than half of the terms in the sum (3.8) vanish, due to the extra restriction that m 1 < n 1 . This was the claim in the text.
